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"I Conclusions

Of the alleys investigated "K" Monel shows sufficient

promising properties that th- Ordnance Department could

consider it as a possible better substitute for monel metal

parts, especially piston rods. The advantases are (a)

equal if not better corrosion resistance than monel,

* though the material will have to be stress relieved after.a

-11l: machine worK is done. (b) The properties of the al-

loy are subject to change by heat treatment. (c) Suit-

1able phsical properties, The disadvantages may be

"-I centered around the machinability of this material but

71. . thu very small sample which was available at this Arsenal

was in the hardened condition which is now known to be

the worst possible condition for machining. Transverse

"-:; i ductility is also another feature which should be further

investigated.

"S" ?Aonel has no suitable properties for considera-

. tion as an ordnance material unless as valve parts in

* unstressed parts that must resist scoring and corrosion.

Inconel has poor corrosion resistance upon prolonged

"exposure to any corroding medium testezd as compared to

ivionel, and for that reason its utilization for parts

that are to be exposed for long periods of time to mild

corroding age.nts must be carefully considered. Initial

corrosion ratus arv very low.
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Table 1.

Chemical Composition of Nickel Alloys

Report 71A No. 344/3

Lonel Mv~etal Monel Metal

TyLne K Type S Inconel

C .12 .15 .05

Mn Nil .30 £78

Si .18 4.10 .10

S. .005 .016 .008

Fe .15 3.57 6.45

Al 4.17 .29 -

Cr - 10.52

Copper P8.25 34.75 .05

Nickel 67.13 56.83 82.04

K f6 Nil

by A. Sloan,
Chemist.
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"Hihj Silicon Monel Castings

In order to 6et a marked increase in hardness

"throu6h silicon additions to I1onel Metal, at least

3Z must be added. However, such alloys cannot be

worked: oonsiderable difficulty is encountered in

the rolling mills with 1-1/2% Si.

The addition of Si up to 1-1/4% in rolled prod-

ucts has been tried in order to increase machinability,

"which is claimed as being improved, but too much dif-

Sficulty is encountered in the mills. Sulfur additions

are now being usud to produce machining quality rods of

i,-onel.

High Silicon lionel Castings, because of their e:c-

treme hardness as compared to regular M1nel, are being

"used by valve makers because of the resistance to cor-

rosion arid erosion. Burner orifices for waste petro-

leum products containing acids and gritty matter, is

another typical example of use.

Crdinarily it is not necessary to heat treat the

castings for they can be machined with ordinary high

speed steel tools, but Carboloy tools give better east

of cutting.

The nominal composition of Grade "S" Monel Metal is:

Cu 34-33%

"Si 3 3/4% approx.

* Fe 2.

Ni Balance

-5-
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The known physical pr eri of such castings are:'

Density 8375-8.80

0.317-0.318 pounds per cu. in.

Melting point 2400°F 1320°C

Specific Heat 0.127 c.g.s. units

Coefficients of linear expansion are:-

70-212°F 25-100°C 6.8 x 10-6 per F 12.5xi0"6

,*1 per°C

-600OF -300 8.2 14.6

-l000 0 F -525 8.7 15.7

Casting Practice

Piouring temperature 2750-2850°F 1625-15650C

SShrinkage 1/4" per foot

Add Si just before pouring

Machininp

Grade S is bardor but not as tough as regular monel.

Slower cutting speeds and lighter feeds should be used while

machining. In the soft condition machining is easier.

The shops at W. A. reported the following:-

Sawing Mat,.rictl tough - saw cut fair

% Lathe Rough turning - poor

Finish turning - good at fine feed and

"sl w speed

Threading Fair at slow speed. Tool point rounded

after 3 chips of 0.005".

Shaper Tools would not cut after first few cuts

Filing Difficult.

- -6-
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These observations were made while machining the tensile test

specimens.

Galling

WVhen tested in steam and air, "S" Monel does not seize
on itself ) itself if hardened) in

stainless iron ) in air stainless iron ) steam at
Eonel ) cast iron ) 750°F
Cast Iron )at 750 OF

Heat Treatment

Softening - BHN 180-200
"Heat in S free atmosphere to 900 0 C (1652 F) hold 1-2 hours,

and quench in water.
Rehardening - BHN - 340 approximate.

i Heat in S free atmosphere to 600 C (lll20F) hold for 3
hours and slowly cool.

Tensile Proaerties Cast "S" Monel

To be expected round at W.A. *1

Yield point psi 35,000-45,00C

Proportional litdit Longitudinal 114,000-
)si 116,000

Transverse 114,000-
•- 124,000

Tensile Stren6tn psi 100,000-120,000 Longitudinal 114,4C0-
117,200

Transverse 135,200-
-• 134,400

-]onLation • 2-5 Longitudinal 2
Transverse 2-3

Reduction of Area • Longitudinal 0
Transverse 0

Hariness BHU 275-350 321]

Impact Izod ft. lbs. 5-15 4.0-4.2

ITensile Charpy - ft. lbs. Longitudinal 4..0-4.1
Coarse granular

#Z structuren Centrifugal casting 3 11/16" O.D. x 2 1/2 I.D. x 2 7/8"
lonb. 0,052" dia. tensile specimen used.

1 i..acro etched: t1lie structure near the bore was dense but
toward the nutside it was not as homogeneous and con-
siderabie defects were present.

-7-
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"1"K" Monel

The use of this alloy is still rather limited due to

its newness. It is available in rods, wire and strip and

tie physical properties can be cnanged by heat treatment.
__ ______"___

The nominal composition of K Lionel is:-

Cu 23-289

Al 3-5e

i Ni 62-67g

Other metals under 5Z

.,,achhi njknofL K :._Ionel

As lonL. as the tensile strength is not over 100,OCO

psi, the machining of this alloy is described as being

similar to Llonel; for tensile strength between 100,000 and

140,000 psi tool wyear is considerable'; above 140,000 psi

tensile strensth nachinint, is admitted as being difficult

by the manufacturins company.

The shops at "Iatertown Arseaal reported the following:

"Sawing Tough material

Lathe Good if not too coarse feed is

I
used.

fThreading Fair. Point of tool, rounded

very easily.

Ii"J -8
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loiillinL- Good with side cutter

FilinL Good with fine file

Fuir with coarse file

Grinding Pair on alow work.

Thcs-o observations were made while machining test

specimens from material in the hardened condition whose

3BHN was 311.

Heat Treatment

SofteninL BHN - 140i0
*Heat to the teri-ip-,erture range 1400-1600 0 F, 760-870 0C,

preferably 1500°r, 8150C, hold till piece is heated through-

* out, ".,nd quench in water or oil.

Hardening BHN - 325
i0

Heat to the temperature range 1000-12000 F., 5 4 0 - 6 5 0 e C.,

preferably 11000 F., 5930 C., and slowly cool or air cool,

Time at temperature varies from two hours if material is

originally hot rolled, to 6-12 hours if material is soft.

M:aterial which has been hardened may be heated to

any temperature below 12000 F. without affectin& the

properties, but if nested hbove 12000 F., the properties

will be decreased; slowly coolinj from the temperature

which is above 12000 F. will give a harder alloy than

quenching.

Forging temperature is 2150-18000 F., 1175-9800 C.;

forging should not be continuLd below 17000 F.

-9-Ikl
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Heating should be carried out in an S-free, neutral

o" sliehtly reducing atmosphere. If slowly cooled after

forkin6 the material will be medium hard; if quenched the

material wiil be soft. Quenohing at tenperatures above

150C0 -1550 0 ". is not recommended since it will result in

increased time of heating to restore the full hard

properties.

Tensile Properties K H-onel

4 _____- To Be Expected Found

P t-y- Soft Hard Hot Rolled .At W A.

:Proportional 25,000 100,000 40,000 - Long. 92,000 -
_ Limit psi 60,000 104000

Trans. 103,000 -

117,000

Yield 35,000 120,000 60,000 - Long. 140,000 -f Stren6th psi 85)000 141,000
(0.5:4 El. Trans. 1i7,000 -

_ • 140,000

Tensile 90,000 160,000 90,000 - Long. 163,400 -

St r e nth 120,000 165,000
psi Trans. 159,310 -

4 162, 600

Elongation • 50. 20. 25-35 Long. 15.6-18.8
Trans. 12.4-13.0

Reduction of bO. 35. 35-50 Long. 28.4-30.?
Area ? Trans. 18.7

Hardness BHN 140. 32:'5. 175-42OO 311

Impact Tensile Long. 31.4-32.6
Charpy ft. lbs.

Impact Izod 100-120 70-90 30-50
ft. lbs.

(Endurance (strip) hard K 1vonel 36,000 psi
E:onel Metal 34,000 psi)

•' Bar 1-1/8" x 6" - results indicate bar tested in hardened
condition, but originally believed hot rolled.

1 Transverse specimens .125" Dia. - 0.50".
Longitudinal specimens .125" dia. - 0.5" and .252" dia. -

1.0" results checked.

-10-
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Inconel

"IrIconel is a recent development for the dairy

industry, and should be used for all equipment hand-

ling sweet milk in which, after pasteurizing, it is

cooled down from thi holding temperature to 650 F.

Because of its newness, the 6eneral corrosion resist-

"ance of Inconel is nAt known. Tests indicate that

it resists alkalis and brines similarly as does nickel,

;:hich is very resistant. It is certainlyy resistant

to chlorine sterlizing solutions. Recent reports

indicate extreme corrosion rusistance and tarnish re-
.1

sistance to the atmosphere.

The mominal composition of Inconel is:

Cr. 12 - 14%

Fe. 6.

Ni. Remainder

The known physical properties are:

Density 8,53 to 8.57

Melting Point 2460-25500 F., 1348-13980 C.

Coefficient ofLinear ,'xpansion 8.x10 6 per OF., 1.4xl0-6 per 0C.

J Fabric¢ation

Inconel is hard-enable by cold-working only. The

metal is ductilu and can be bent and shaped without

difficulty. Soft- and hird-solderi-g, and brnzing and

welding ara eaeo,

S... ... . .. .. .. ., . , . , , .. . i i I I l ! Il - I I I I 1 ...!1.........I



b4
Tensile Properties

Inconel

To be Expected
Annealed Cold* Regular Found at

Sheet Worked Sheet W.A.
Sheet

Thickness
Reduced

'_ _ _ _86%

Yield Point psi 28,300 151,200 45,000•, Longi tudinal
Proportional 124,000

o limit psi Transverse
-. " 98,0000

Tensile Strength 83,200 166,300 90,000 Longitudinal
psi 150,000-

152,000
Transverse
145,500-
147,800

Elongation / 51. 1.5 40 Longitudinal
14. - 9.

Transverse
9.8 - 9.

Reduction in Longitudinal'
Area 2 27.2 - 37,6

Transverse
36.0 - 41.6

Hardness b7 107 75-85

Rockwell B

BHN 156-245

i ITube 2 3/8 x 1 7/8 x 6"l Test Spec. 0.125" dia. .5" gage

len~th.

-12-
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j• iMachininL

The followin6 was reported by the shops at W. A.:-

Lathe very good with small cuts

* 1iiling v,.ry slow, hard on cutters

"<I o saw cuts fair, dulls saw quickly

Threading fair

Ilonel Metal is well known, and is covered by TI. S.

Army Specification No. 57-168A, so that its physical prop-

erties and uses will not be discussed.

Relative Corrosion Resistance of Monel, K Monei,
S IMonel and Inconel ______

The number of samples of these materials were rather

limited so that the following observations are only indica-

tive of what mey be expected.
Samples were polished on 80 grit emery cloth and ex-

posed at room temperature to 5.9% C.P. sulfuric acid (Sp.

G. 1.035) by beink, dipped once every 15 minutes in 250 cc

of solution for 300 cycles. The results were calculated

ov~r into relative corrosion considering the corrosion rate

of Monl ,1Metal during the first exposure as 100 and are

tabulated on Table II'. The corrosion rate of monel tended

to incrcase with time t(' a maximum; so did S Monel, but

this alloy formed a black scum on its surface.

The corrosion rate of K Monel tended to increase with

time at a fast rate. The alloy sludges also. At any place

where stresses were left from the machining operations, very

-13-
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Compratie CrrononHate of Modified Ylonel Metals and

Iriconel in Vl, Sulfuric Acid (Sp. G. 1.035 :5.9% H184

Rating (IMonel Metal = 100 at 1st Exposure)

Exposure*

Metal 1st 2nd 3rd

Monel 100 135 153 Metal corroded most
at those places with
maximum thickness
liquid film, i. e.,

lowet ~2concen-
tration.

S Monel 229 282 341 Sludges. Surface
macroetched.

K Moend 120 300 665 Sludges. C~racks
opened up aroun~d
drill hole and mark
of grind wheel.

Inconel 22 85 276 Tendency of localized
micro pitting.
(Brinell hardness of

ring not uniform).

Repeated immersion (4 times per hour for 300 immersions)

t

IZ
t _____________________2



marked intergranular corrosion occurred, revealing the
:j necessity to stress-relieve this material. What influences

- tiiese stresses had on the increase in corrosion rate with

time is not known, but is believed to be appreciable. The

results reported are therefore to be considered abnormal.

The corrosion rate of inconel slowly increased with

2 time from 1/5x to 2x that of Monel.

Upon free exposure to the atmosphere all of the very

I small samples were tarnished in the following order, the

first being considered the best. (The Monel Metal Specimen

.A was 'lst though after the first week it was similar to K

*4 Inconel, K Monel and b Monel.

* Stainless alloys of the 18/8 class and stainless iron

were not tarnished as much after two years free exposure to

the atmosphere.

The observed increase in weight due to l-ronths free

exposure to the atrflosphere places the alloys in the same

order as that observed on first exposure to 6% sulfuric acid,

viz. Inconel: K l, onel: S Monel.

Upon exposure to spray from 4% synthetic sea salt. no

specimens showed any chanke durin6 the first 100 hou-'s, but

changes occurred durin6 the next 100 hours exposure. After

i iia total of 200 hours exposure K Monel appeared the best in

the series with a few points of attack on narrow edge of

disc. Regular mnanl was next. best. with a few isolated

-14-
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areas of attack revealed by green stains. S Monel was

stained considerably with green specks and some white

'1 streaks. Inconel wus very badly stained with localized

j .j areas colored brown. Evidently at these areas, sufficient

metal was corroded and the iron separated as rust. This

behaviour is similar to that reported for Inconel in sul-

furic acid where the original corrosion resistance was

high but rapidly decreased.

On Table III and Fig. 1 are given the results of the

determination of the effect of chips of these metals on

neutral 50:50 glycerine solutions when continuously

-a rated at 650C. The metal that had the least effect was

K Monel.

To facilitate intercomparisons of tensile properties

of these four metals as observed at this Arsenal, Table I'q

was coi4pilcd.. Stress strains diagrams for each metal are

also &.iven in Figs. 2-5.

Respectfully submitted,

- PF. R. Kosting.
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TABLE III

_______The Effect of iHodified 1'onel M~etals and Inconel on Gi. ce

DAYS CN .LOIVL S LONMI.

OaE daOH/ 17 daR1 ACDIY

j 0 5x1(?r .02 5XI0 .2 X1

6 518.02 so).. yellorish 5".02 so).. brovu 32"

14 1?2~ .0~49 so).. -reenish 1'9 .060 hro-,n sludge 14"
~ ISlu'riSed

20 20 *I330 ~ 314. t .114 so).. cloudy 1.7
bro-n

28 37 .15 ou434322 .13 : 4i~/2 20"

36 37 Ii.15 9".li 22 If

~43 69".2 3 sol. brov'n 310 l8 .? be&evy slud,7e
Dui 4 1/14 oi; 1J /4l

Netal lost Mg. 30707

Ohi-os bhright drkFr~ !'reen bro~m 'u X it'd

S9ol. color Cloudy bro'.'in )).oudy brov7n

3r eakd omn (39 dys.) 33 dys .

* Normality

SGlycerine "l1ater 90:50 (vol.) solution, aerpteO at 65 0.



TA13L 11

e Efeto oiidPonlHtl n noe o 4eieSltos

S' EON
ACIDIT-

i- 'aAf jqO7 * OO/

5XI0 4___XI74 .0 xO4 0

5 0 o.br-z 2It.4 o. oo-5.0 o rr

34aO .1h . cloudy 17 211 .04 it

32h .02 po.d 4ro1 2 120 .030 V sal. coo-25 .029 Sol. breen"

slud-e oH 14 sludged -oft

99" 1 2 0 5 .22

310 V1.2 heavy sluda-e .10 oF 14 1/14 269 1.1 -oi 141/14
-O 4~ 1/4l

707054

de~rk '-reen brorm C'u ,-ot'd bripe.ht bronze colored

Clouidy brot'n C13eer green $1. cloudy green

33 dys. (>~4o dys.) 314 dY.

-aerptee nt 650-1.
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